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1. Introduction

All bodies emit and reflect the flow of energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation. The relative variation of the energy reflected or emitted as a function of wavelength, is the spectral signature of the object considered in a given state. The spectrum can be used to identify and determine its status. For a satellite, making measurements in a number of spectral bands, the spectral signature of an object will correspond to different levels of radioactivity recorded in each of them.

The principle of remote sensing is the detection of electromagnetic radiation that carries information from the soil-atmosphere either by reflection or by transmission from a radiometer on board the satellite. The signal received by the radiometer is the result of physical, biological and geometrical objects on the ground. For a better use of satellite measurements, we must answer the following questions: At what point on the earth's surface so far is it? What is the value of measuring that?

Answering these questions requires the definition: What exactly are the physical quantities measured by the measurement system? What disturbs the measurement system does what it is supposed to measure? Which model can you describe the disturbances? How does one characterize the quality of measurement?

To understand this complex phenomenon, we have developed an analytic model (SDDS) of radiative transfer simulation in water coupled to an atmospheric model in order to simulate the direct model permits to follow the solar radiance in his trajectory Sun-Atmosphere - Sea - Depth of sea- sensor. The goal of this simulation is to show for every satellite of observation (SPOT, Landsat MSS, Landsat TM) possibilities that can offer in domain of oceanography. (Bachari, 1997)

An interaction model of the solar spectrum with the Earth-atmosphere system is developed to calculate the various components of solar radiation at ground and upper atmosphere. (Bachari, 1999; Houma and al., 2010)
In this research, we are interested in applying the model to simulate the radiative transfer through the atmosphere under realistic conditions for assessing the significance of the effects of the atmosphere and conditions on shooting satellite images. The main objective of this application is the analysis of satellite measurements, along with their variations atmospheric parameters. The spectral signature of water is used here to simulate the action of the satellites. (Gordon, 1974)

2. Modelling the interaction of the solar spectrum with the atmosphere

An analytical model for simulating radiative transfer in water coupled with an atmospheric model can adequately simulate the signal of a body of water to the attitude of the satellite to analyze the effects of atmospheric parameters and shallow water. This model determines the scattered radiation by a body of water in the software simulation of satellite data SDDS (Bachari, 1997), its main function is the calculation of the spectral radiance reflected from the sea water level sensor.

The purpose of modeling is to understand how different components of the measurement system combine to make a measurement. The form and content of a model depends on their purpose. The model is constructed to describe and characterize the measurement system to understand the phenomena which he is registered and to predict their behavior under the effect of an external action or as a result of a partial modification of the system itself same. The model developed is to break the middle-ground atmosphere into subsets in interaction with the solar spectrum and the sensor onboard the satellite.

The source irradiates the object and the latter reflects the radiation in all directions, some of this radiation is captured. The radiation received by a radiometer on board the satellite, is composed of two main terms: brightness caused by the surface in the field of vision sensor and a brightness that is not caused by the surface in the field of vision. The first term is useful information, it is due to the direct and indirect solar radiation. The second term, considered the noise is due to the light scattered by the atmosphere. (Gordon & Clark, 1981; Becker & Rffy, 1990)

3. Spectral irradiance on the ground

The sun is the source of energy in passive remote sensing; solar radiation carries the information of the natural environment for its intrinsic properties (wavelength, polarization, phase shift). Knowledge of the spectral distribution of the radiation that reaches the high atmosphere is very important for various applications. (Chadin, 1988). The solar spectrum has been the subject of several measures on the ground, air and satellite

Assuming that the atmosphere is transparent, the solar spectrum $E_0(\text{w} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2} \cdot \text{um}^{-1})$ reaching the soil does not undergo any change in its trajectory.

The spectral irradiance in the upper atmosphere depends on the latitude of the location (latitude=$\phi$), declination of the axis of rotation of the earth ($\delta$) and time (h)

The solar spectrum on the ground is given by the following equation (Ratto, 1986):

$$E_{\lambda} = E_{0\lambda} (1+f) \cos (\theta_s)$$ (1)
$E_\lambda$: is the solar spectrum outside Earth’s atmosphere, $\lambda$: wavelength of emission of radiation, $l$: Astronomical Unit (1UA = 1.496 x 10^8 km), $f$: is the correction factor of distance sun-soil (this factor depends on the number of days and $\cos(\theta z)$ is the zenith angle).

In clear sky atmosphere, the concentration of gases and aerosols varies with the changing weather conditions and geographical position. Gases and aerosols absorb and scatter solar radiation on a selective basis throughout the optical path. Gases, principally ozone, carbon dioxide and water vapor are the bodies responsible for absorption of the solar spectrum. Air molecules and aerosols are the body responsible for the dissemination of solar radiation in all directions. (Prieur & Morel, 1975). The effects of absorption and scattering functions are presented by the transmittance according to Bouguer’s law (Bouguer, 1953):

$$T_\lambda = I_\lambda / I_{0\lambda}$$  (2)

$I_\lambda$ is the spectral radiation output and $I_{0\lambda}$ is the radiation spectral $\lambda$ input.

Diffusion occurs during the interaction between the incident radiation and particles or large gas molecules in the atmosphere (water droplets, dust, smoke ...). Where the suspended particles are negligible compared to the wavelength, the phenomenon that occurs is Rayleigh scattering. (Fröhlich & Brusa, 1981)

The diffusion of a particle occurs independently of other particles. The radiation will be distributed in all directions, the forward scattered radiation is equal to the radiation scattered backward.

### 3.1 Model description of irradiance

This model is to calculate the solar spectral irradiance (irradiance) direct normal and horizontal diffuse to the conditions of a cloudy sky not. This code calculates a range of 0.3 and 4.0 microns with a pitch of 10 nm. This code introduces a number of parameters such as solar zenith angle, the angle of inclination, atmospheric turbulence, the amount of water vapor precipitated amount of ozone, pressure and albedo (Guyot & Fagu, 1992).

Monochromatic distribution of a direct solar beam can be computed as a function of a number of variables, including optical mass and a wide variety of atmospheric parameters—for example, water-vapor content, ozone layer thickness, and turbidity parameters.

In the ultraviolet and visible region, it is essentially ozone absorption, Rayleigh scattering, and aerosols that control attenuation of the direct beam. The transmittance by aerosols is minimum at the short wavelengths and increases slowly as the wavelength increases. (Morel & Gentili, 1993)

### 3.2 Direct spectral irradiance on the ground

The equation of the light arriving directly from the sun at ground level for a wavelength $\lambda$ is as follows:

$$I_{d\lambda} = H_{d\lambda} DT_{d\lambda} T_{w\lambda} T_{a\lambda} T_{o\lambda}$$  (3)

Where
• $H_{\lambda}$: represents the irradiance in the upper atmosphere of Earth-Sun distance an average wavelength $\lambda$.
• $D$ is the correction factor for Earth-Sun distance.
• $T_{\lambda}$, $T_{\alpha}$, $T_{\lambda}$, $T_{\lambda}$ and $T_{\alpha}$ are respectively the functions of the transmittance of the atmosphere for a wavelength $\lambda$ of molecular diffusion (Rayleigh), mitigation of aerosols, the absorption of water vapor, the absorption of ozone and gas absorption.

The direct irradiation on a horizontal surface is obtained from the equation multiplied by $\cos(Z)$, or $Z$ is the solar zenith angle:

$$I_{d\lambda} = I_{d\lambda} \cos(Z)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

**Spectral diffuse irradiance**

a. The diffuse irradiance on a horizontal surface

The diffuse irradiance on a horizontal surface is based on three components:

• Component of Rayleigh scattering $I_{\lambda}$
• Release component aerosol $I_{\alpha}$
• Component that takes into account multiple reflections of light between the ground and air

The total $I_{\lambda}$ diffuse illumination is given by the sum.

$$I_{d\lambda} = I_{r\lambda} + I_{a\lambda} + I_{g\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The diffuse illumination on an inclined surface

The global spectral irradiance on an inclined surface is represented by:

$$I_{\lambda \theta}(t) = I_{d\lambda} \cos(\theta) + I_{r\lambda} \left\{ I_{d\lambda} \cos(\theta) / [H_{\lambda} D \cos(Z)] \right\}$$

$$+ 0.5 \left[ 1 + \cos(t) \right] \left[ 1 - I_{d\lambda} / (H_{\alpha} D) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

• $\theta$ is the angle of incidence of direct beam on an inclined surface
• $t$ is the angle of the inclined surface

The angle of inclination to a horizontal surface is $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ to a vertical surface. The global irradiance on a horizontal surface is given by:

$$I_{\lambda \theta} = I_{d\lambda} \cos(Z) + I_{r\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figures 1, 2, 3 shows the specter of global illumination DTOT, diffuse illumination DIF and direct illumination DIR.

The input parameters are:
- Optical thickness $= 0.51$.
- The amount of ozone $O_3 = 0.53$ atm.cm. 
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Fig. 1. Solar illumination for an area generally horizontal

Fig. 2. The solar irradiance for an area generally vertical

- Precipitable water $W = 1.42$ cm.
- Incline angle for a surface generally vertical or horizontal: $\text{TILT} = 0.0^\circ$; in the case of an inclined surface we take the angle $\text{TILT} = 60.0^\circ$;
- Surface pressure 840 millibars.
- The number of days in the year 96 (6 April 2009)
- The number of wavelength 122
- The solar zenith angle $Z = 53^\circ$

Figure 4 shows that the maximum solar irradiance is with a solar zenith angle of $0^\circ$, which explains when the sun is overhead (the sun is at noon) solar intensity is high and second illumination decreases with increasing solar zenith angle.
Fig. 3. The solar irradiance for an area generally inclined

Fig. 4. Variation of solar irradiance depending on the angle of incidence.

Figure 5 shows a small optical thickness results in an intense light while a high optical thickness shows a low light, in other words, unlike the light varies with the optical thickness. (Kaufmann, and Sendra, 1992).

Figure 6 shows the variation of water vapor only affect the light weakly, but it is very important as if we compare it with the influence of the number of days in the year of the illumination.
4. Modeling the radiation reflected by the ground

In this work, we determine the physical quantity measured by the system of shooting (sensor) which is sunlight reflected by the soil-atmosphere averaged in some way in the spectral band considered the sensor. For this, we described the various factors affecting a satellite measurement.

Fig. 5. Variation of solar Irradiance according to the optical thickness

Fig. 6. Variation of illumination depending on the water vapor precipitated.
Thus, after characterization data on the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, reflection, emission and atmospheric transmission is determined and developed by the optical properties of the elements of natural surfaces, radiation reflected by the surface water and radiation captured by satellites. (Houma and al., 2004)

The methods used in atmospheric modeling can be divided into direct method and indirect method. Generally, direct methods are represented by the development of a model of interaction of the solar spectrum with the various elements that are in the path of solar radiation the sun-ground and ground sensor. The radiance $L_{\text{sat}}$ captured by the satellite is the sum of the three luminances:

1. The luminance of the system from the ground - atmosphere considering the ground as a black body
2. $L_{\text{sol}}$ luminance reflected from the ground toward the sensor
3. $L_{\text{v}}$ luminance reflected from nearby objects but observed in the direction of the ground

$$L_{\text{sat}} = L_a + L_{\text{sol}} + L_{\text{v}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Either a pixel image coordinate $(x, y)$ and a spectral band $b$, the radiation that excites the sensor $\lambda K(x,y,b)$ (w.cm$^{-2}$ $\mu$m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$) according to Teillet (Teillet, 1986) is written as follows:

$$K(x,y,b) = C(x,y) R_{\lambda}(x,y,b) + H_{\lambda}(b) + \Delta_{\lambda}(x,y,b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$C(x,y)$ is a multiplicative constant that describes the form factor that is the orientation of the surface topography relative to the sun's position during the shooting; $R_{\lambda}(x,y,b)$ is the radiation reflected by the ground is proportional to the average reflectance of the pixel $(x, y)$ in the spectral band $b$; $H_{\lambda}(b)$ is the distribution of soil-atmosphere (noise) by considering the earth as a black body and $\Delta_{\lambda}(x,y,b)$ represents a residual variable that creates the effect of neighborhood.

$R(x,y,b)$ is given by the following equation:

$$R_{\lambda}(x,y,b)=S_{\lambda}(b)T_{\lambda}(b)G_{\lambda}(b) \rho_{\lambda}(x,y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$S_{\lambda}(b)$ : represents the gain factor of the system in the channel $b$ (sensor sensitivity),
$T_{\lambda}(b)$ is the atmospheric transmittance of the earth to the satellite in channel $b$,
$G_{\lambda}(b)$ : is the global radiation and $\rho_{\lambda}(x,y,b)$ : reflectance of the pixel $(x,y)$ (assumed Lambertian) in the channel $b$.

Using a database of spectral signatures and spectral extinction coefficients to model parameters. A numerical code to track the signal in the solar sun-trip ground and ground sensor.

The energy quantity $R_{\lambda}(x,y,b)$ is transformed into a numbered account, which includes all information about the Earth-atmosphere system, the geometric conditions of shooting and optical properties of the sensor.

It is obvious that the atmospheric absorption and scattering vary across an image due to three effects:
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- Change in weather conditions across an image.
- Change of observation relative to the position of the sun.
- Variation in the average radiation in the area surrounding the pixel observed at all times.

It is therefore necessary to analyze different types of information in order to quantify and qualify. (Becker, 1978). To do this, we should dissect the process of taking an image, estimate its multiple components and determine at what level the various categories of information can be determined follow atmospheric correction models. (Bukata et al., 1995)

4.1 Simulation analysis of the reflectance of sea water

This model is followed by a detailed study of factors affecting the optical properties of sea water. To correctly interpret satellite data, we must solve the equation of radiative transfer soil-atmosphere. Solving the transfer equation is based on atmospheric models at several levels that require a considerable mass of meteorological data generally not available.

The first test is performed to explain the blue sky, was made by Lord Rayleigh that the assumptions of his theory are: the particles are small compared to the wavelength, the scattering particles and the medium does not contain free charges (not conductive), therefore, the dielectric constant of the particles is almost the same as that of the medium.

In vertical viewing, then the reflectance is lower than when the sun is at its zenith. The set of simulated data depends on the reflectance and the spectral amplitude of the radiation that reaches the ground is maximum at the zenith, so the measure is more affected by radiation than because of the dependence of reflectance of the zenith angle.

The zenith angle determines the illumination received by the target surface and is involved in all elements of calculating the various transmittances and radiation. Radiation received, for all channels, decreases if the solar zenith angle tends to a horizontal position; it is maximum when the sun is at its zenith. The zenith angle is involved in all elements of calculating the various transmittances and radiation, it depends on the latitude, the inclination of the sun and time.

The information spectral radiometers are determined by the wavelengths recorded by the sensor. The width of each spectral band radiometer defined spectral resolution. We consider that the observation is made in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the grooves.

Solar radiation travels through space as electromagnetic waves. In the case where the wave propagates in a medium refractive index and suddenly she meets any other medium characterized by a different index of refraction, part of the wave is then transmitted into the second medium and the other part is reflected in the first medium. The amplitude of the reflected wave depends on the nature of the medium, shape and lighting conditions.

Part of the global radiation reaching the ground is reflected to the sensor by the coefficient of reflectance. The major problem in determining the reflected radiation is the development of a model that generates all the soil properties affecting in a direct spectral signature (lighting condition, roughness, soil type,....) or indirect (color, salinity, humidity, etc.).
4.2 Total radiation reaching the satellite

The luminance level of the satellite is the sum of the intrinsic brightness of the atmosphere and the luminance of the target which represents the sea water in our case. The radiation recorded at the satellite is given by the relation

\[ B = \frac{1}{\pi} \int \left[ \frac{1}{C(x,y)T_\lambda(b)G_\lambda(b)\rho_\lambda(x,y)} \right] \left[ (1 - \rho_\lambda(x,y)) + H_\lambda(b)S_\lambda(b) \right] d\lambda / \int S_\lambda(b) d\lambda \] (11)

\((1/\pi)\) is a normalization factor, \(T_\lambda(\theta_v)\) transmittance of direct radiation toward the sensor, \(s\) : spherical albedo of the atmosphere et \(S(\lambda)\) sensitivity function optical sensor (Sturm, 1980).

The sensor has a spectral response \(\delta_\lambda\), the recorded signal at the sensor is the luminance:

\[ L = \int \left( \frac{I_\lambda \rho_\lambda}{\pi} T_\lambda + \frac{I_{\lambda_0} \cos \theta_v}{\pi} \rho_{\lambda_0} \right) \delta_\lambda d\lambda \] (12)

The luminance level of the satellite is the sum of the intrinsic brightness of the atmosphere and the luminance of the target which represents the sea water in our case. (Deschamps et al., 1983)

The radiation reflected from the water surface to the satellite passes through the atmosphere in a direct way with an angle \(\theta_v\) and undergoes attenuation before being captured by the satellite.

\[ G_{\lambda(sat)} = I_{\lambda_0} \tau_\lambda \] (13)

\(I_{\lambda_0}\): radiation reflected from the surface of the water; \(\tau_\lambda\): total spectral transmittance

The amount of energy that reaches the satellite sensor is the sum of that from the ground and scattered by the atmosphere. The radiation emitted by the sea water that reaches the sensor is:

\[ R_{(sol-atm)} = I_{\lambda_0} \left( \tau_{\lambda_0} + \tau_{\lambda_0 \text{ sat}} + \tau_{\lambda_0 \text{ atm}} \right) / \pi \] (14)

The radiation scattered by the atmosphere:

\[ R_{(atm-sat)} = \frac{I_{\lambda_0} \cos \theta_v}{\pi} \rho_{\lambda_0} \] (15)

Radiation reaching the satellite is composed of spectral global radiation reflected from the sea water passing through the atmosphere \(R_{(sol-atm)}\) and part of the radiation scattered by the atmosphere \(R_{(atm-sat)}\) : (Bricaud, 1988)

So the radiation that reaches the sensor is expressed:

\[ R_\lambda = R_{(sol-atm)} + R_{(atm-sat)} \] (16)

The signal of sea water recorded at the sensor is:
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\[ L_\lambda = \int_{\lambda_1}^{\lambda_2} \left( \frac{1}{\pi} L_\lambda \tau_{\text{atm}} + \frac{1}{\pi} L_\lambda \cos \theta \rho_{\lambda \lambda} \right) \delta_\lambda \, d\lambda \]  

with:  
- \( L_\lambda \): Radiation calculated in sea water for the channel \( \lambda \).  
- \( \Delta \lambda \): Spectral band of the channel.  
- \( \delta_\lambda \): Sensitivity of the channel.

5. Simulation of satellite data for SDDS

Based on this physical model, we developed a simulation system of satellite data to correct the scattered radiation of atmospheric effects.

A library of spectral signatures is introduced, it covers the main ground objects that have a reflectance in the bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The combination of spectral signatures and different radiances allows us to calculate the spectral radiance reflected from the surfaces. The simulation results depend on the choice of input parameters. The software allows to show the influence of the effects of various parameters and geometric characteristics of the structures on the signal reaching the sensors onboard the satellite SPOT, LANDSAT and IRS1C.

To highlight the effect of a given parameter on the satellite measurement, are assigned fixed data for all variables in the case of a clear sky and for geometrically well defined.

The second part is from satellite SPOT, LANDSAT and IRS1C, applying the method of covariance matrix (a method that can provide a correction locally specific in the sense that it relates to the pixels of a given region of the image), one can estimate the atmospheric noise through a program to input data images from different channels and outputs the atmospheric noise of these channels. The physical quantity measured by the shooting system (sensor) is a solar radiation reflected by the soil-atmosphere averaged in some way in the spectral band considered the sensor. It depends on angle of illumination and shooting.

To determine the different radiation received at the satellite, the data input parameters are astronomical, geographical and atmospheric.

5.1 Atmospheric correction of remotely sensed data

Atmospheric correction is a major issue in visible or near-infrared remote sensing because the presence of the atmosphere always influences the radiation from the ground to the sensor.

As introduced before, the atmosphere has severe effects on the visible and near-infrared radiances.

First, it modifies the spectral and spatial distribution of the radiation incident on the surface.

Second, radiance being reflected is attenuated.

Third, atmospheric scattered radiance, called path radiance, is added to the transmitted radiance.
The atmosphere transmittance is:

\[ T_\theta = \exp\left(-\tau/\cos(\theta)\right) \]  

(18)

Where \( \tau \) is the atmospheric optical thickness and \( \theta \) can be sonar zenith angle or satellite angle view.

The optical thickness is composed of:

\[ \tau = \tau_{d\lambda} + \tau_{s\lambda} + \tau_{d\lambda} \]  

(19)

\( \tau_{d\lambda} \): Thickness selective absorption

\( \tau_{s\lambda} \): Thickness scattering by small particle (molecular) is named Rayleigh diffuse

\( \tau_{d\lambda} \): Thickness scattering by medium particle is named Mie diffuse

For a given spectral interval, the solar irradiance reaching the earth's surface is

\[ E_g = \int_{\lambda_1}^{\lambda_2} (E_5 T_1 \cos (l) + E_4) d\lambda \]  

(20)

The scattering is dominated by aerosols while back scattering is mainly due to Rayleigh scattering. A number of path radiance determination algorithms exists. For a nadir view as Landsat MSS, TM and SPOT HRV are usually used. In this section, we only tried to introduce some basic concepts of this complex topic. This is only a single-scattering correction algorithm for nadir viewing condition. More sophisticated algorithms which count multiple-scattering do exist. Some examples of these algorithms are LOWTRAN7, 5S (Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum 5S) and 6S (Second Simulation - aircraft, altitude of target).

There are FORTRAN codes available for these algorithms. The 5S and 6S are proposed by Tanre (Tanre et al., 1990).

For small wavelengths the atmospheric contribution is very important, we wish to point out that the impact angle is also important he was noticed by a degradation of the signal that reaches the sensor signals for all contributors to the signal exciting the radiometer. The simulation analysis shows the need to correct the satellite images of atmospheric effects in order to identify objects on the ground. (Figure7)

The composition of the atmosphere disturbs the path of electromagnetic radiation between the source on the one hand, between the earth and the satellite on the other. Atmospheric effects resulting absorption and diffusion, performed jointly by the two major components: gases and aerosols.

When a signal is recorded, it is the part of the spectral radiation scattered by air molecules and aerosols to the outside of the system soil – atmosphere (Popp, 1994).

This signal \( H_\lambda(b) \) is called atmospheric noise :

\[ H_\lambda(b) = E(\lambda)T_{at-sat}(\lambda) \]  

(21)
**Fig. 7.** Contribution of the atmosphere on the multispectral channels SPOTXS.

$T_{\text{at-sat}}(\lambda)$ is the spectral transmittance of the atmosphere, such that its optical path is calculated by replacing the zenith angle from the viewing angle.

To dissect the effects of the various elements contributing to satellite measurements, we developed a software simulation of satellite data (SDDS) using the visual language Basic.6. The tool is based on modeling of radiation and atmospheric effects. The monitoring of the solar spectrum as a double drive-ground and ground sun-sensor is implemented based on the concepts of codes 5S, 6S, to simulate different radiances reaching the sensor. For the operation of the system we used the extinction coefficients of the solar spectrum in the developed Lowtran.6 and a bank of spectral signatures extracted from the software ENVI.4.3 (2007).

### 6. Analysis of variation in luminance

The physical quantity measured in the system shooting (sensor) is a solar radiation reflected by the soil-atmosphere averaged in some way in the spectral band considered the sensor. It depends on the angle of illumination and shooting. (Bachari et al., 1997)
6.1 Effect of solar zenith angle

The zenith angle is involved in all aspects of calculation of the various transmittances and radiation, it depends on the latitude, the inclination of the sun and time.

\[
\cos(\theta_z) = \cos(\delta) \cdot \cos(\text{latitude}) \cdot \cos(15(12-\text{heure})) + \sin(\text{latitude}) \cdot \sin(\delta)
\]  

The zenith angle determines the illumination received by the ground and involved in all aspects of calculation of the various transmittances and radiation. Radiation received, for all satellite channels, decreases if the solar zenith angle tends to a horizontal position, and is maximum when the sun is at its zenith (Figure 11). The following figure shows the contrast angle (zenith-sun) radiances:
6.2 Effect of the zenith angle of observation

The zenith angle of observation determines the length of the journey made by atmospheric radiation. The simulation results show that the radiation collected is small if the angle of observation tends to a horizontal position. The growth of the zenith angle of observation leads to an increase in air mass and a decrease in transmittance. The following figure shows the contrast of the luminance for different sensors. In the case of surface spectral signature weak as water, atmospheric noise becomes important to the reflected radiation if the angle of observation believed to a horizontal position. The atmospheric contribution increases, therefore the luminance level of the sensor increases. The brightness peaks at a zenith angle of observation [60°, 70°] and then begins to decrease if $\theta_v$ differs from 70°.

Fig. 11. The effect of solar zenith angle on luminance.

Fig. 12. The effect of the zenith angle of observation on the luminance.
6.3 Effect of relative humidity

The presence of water vapor in the atmosphere depends on the location and altitude above the ground. Analysis of simulated data shows the insensitivity of the channels XS1, XS2, TM1, TM2, TM3, MSS4 to increase or decrease of water vapor in the atmosphere. The transition from a dry to a humid atmosphere causes a slight decrease in the extent to channel XS3 and TM4. Constructors radiometers onboard satellites SPOT and LANDSAT have avoided the windows of absorption of radiation by water vapor.

The following figure shows the change in apparent radiance between the two extreme amounts of water vapor. (Figure 13)

The apparent radiance level of the system SPOT, LANDSAT is practically independent of the wet state of the atmosphere because the spectral bands used do not contain the total absorption window of radiation by water vapor.

![Fig. 13. The effect of relative humidity on the radiance.](image)

6.4 Effect of diffusion parameter Fc

Mie scattering has a significant influence on the measured signal at the sensor described by the diffusion parameter Fc. The atmosphere absorbs in the field of short wavelength and becoming more transparent. The information is degraded in the channels depending on the diffusion parameter Fc. (Figure 14). The following figure shows that for low surface reflectance as the case of water degradation in the channel becomes more comparable, especially for channels XS1 and MSS4.

7. Correction of satellite images

Each pixel of an image is a digital count from 0 to 255, which translates into a color using an editable pre-selected distribution in image processing. Generally the relationship between digital count and the luminance is linear:

\[
K(x, y) = a_1 \cdot CN + a_0
\]  

(23)
Fig. 14. The effect of atmospheric turbidity parameter $F_c$ on the radiance.

with factors $a_1$ and $a_0$ are calibration coefficients.

For the same conditions of image capture, simulation of the observed brightness is determined by the relationship between apparent brightness and simulated the account corresponding digital images processed.

For the three channels of the HRV sensor, radiometric conversion is given by the relations:

$$CN_{XSI} = 1.23 L_{XSI} + 0.22$$  \hspace{1cm} (24) \\
$$CN_{XS2} = 1.24 L_{XS2} - 0.08$$  \hspace{1cm} (25) \\
$$CN_{XSS} = 1.32 L_{XSS} - 0.59.$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Application to images

The same method was applied directly to the accounts of digital Landsat 2003 and Spot 2004. The images are processed using the software to process satellite images PCSATWIN developed by (Bachari et al, 1997)

Fig. 15. SPOT XSI image before and after radiometric correction.
Fig. 16. Landsat TM1 image before and after radiometric correction.

**Calculation of the reflectance**

The luminance is happening to global satellite is expressed by the relation:

\[ L = a \rho + b \]  

(27)

With \( \rho \) is the reflectance at the sea surface, \( E \) is the total illumination received by the surface. The average reflectance is connected to the luminance by the following equation:

\[ \bar{\rho} = a \cdot \text{CN} + b \]  

(28)

The conversion factors obtained by modeling of radiation on SPOT satellite channels (XS1, XS2, XS3 and) and Landsat (TM1, TM2, TM3 and TM4) are given in the table below:

(Bachari, 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>XS1</th>
<th>XS2</th>
<th>XS3</th>
<th>TM1</th>
<th>TM2</th>
<th>TM3</th>
<th>TM4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.0433</td>
<td>-0.0217</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
<td>-0.0723</td>
<td>-0.0416</td>
<td>-0.0295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Conversion factors accounts simulated digital reflectance.

**Quality of radiometric corrections**

According to the criterion Rouquet, we can estimate the quality of the correction by comparing the properties of the raw images and corrected. (Morel & Prieur, 1977) For a given image, the atmospheric effect is minimum if the contrast and the ratio of standard deviation is the average maximum, this quantitative criterion is also applied systematically for the selection of good quality data and is also a primary method of atmospheric correction, which tends to minimize atmospheric effects.

There is also a primary method of atmospheric correction, which tends to minimize atmospheric effects. The properties of the images are combined and corrected in the following table (Bachari, 1999)

For a simple analysis of the results expressed in Table 2, we note that the criterion used is justified for the corrected images. The application of atmospheric corrections is shown in the
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Fig. 17. The digital count –reflectance at ground level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>CN_{min}</th>
<th>CN_{max}</th>
<th>CN_{max}-CN_{min}</th>
<th>Ecart-type (σ)</th>
<th>Moyenne (m)</th>
<th>V=(σ/m)*100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS1 Brute</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td>65.10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS1 Corrigée</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>24.99</td>
<td>38.76</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS2 Brute</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>21.04</td>
<td>55.26</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS2 Corrigée</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>58.58</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS3 Brute</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>26.40</td>
<td>57.85</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS3 Corrigée</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>37.28</td>
<td>67.39</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Statistical data of radiometric channels SPOT HRV.

graph defining the linear relationship between the reflectance calibration and account for two-channel digital SPOT XS1 and XS2 for images corrected and uncorrected images (Figure18).

Fig. 18. Linear calibration reflectance before and after atmospheric correction.
This simple method of correction amounts to replacing the linear calibration another linear relationship applied to both SPOT images, this new relationship calibration results to correct the measured reflectances.

Fig. 19. XS1 image of the Bay of Oran

Fig. 20. XS1 corrected image of the Bay of Oran

The statistical properties of the corrected images are presented in the following histograms:

Fig. 21. Histogram spread between raw images and images corrected SPOT.
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Corrected images and spectra of radiation have a greater spread and therefore a high contrast, this justifies the first condition of Rouquet.

Fig. 22. Coefficient of variation of the three images corrected for atmospheric effects.

Fig. 23. Radiometric correction in the SPOTXS1 channel of the bay of Algiers.

Fig. 24. Radiometric correction in the SPOTXS2 channel of the bay of Algiers.
In the histogram of the coefficient of variation we wish to point out that the first channel has a high coefficient corrected this can be explained as the effect of correction is more experienced in this channel than in the other two channels. In the third channel (NIR), Mie scattering and Rayleigh are less experienced.

Images are acquired by satellite sensors (HRV pour SPOT 2) (B1 (green: 0.50 – 0.59 microns), B2 (red: 0.61 – 0.68 microns), and B3 (near infrared: 0.78 – 0.89 microns).

8. Modelling of satellite measure under sea water

The knowledge of the topography of the seafloor is important for several applications. The principle of measure of bathymetry necessarily takes this model of reflectance joining the intensity of radiometric signal measured by the satellite to the depth as a basis; it can call on the physical method that requires the knowledge of all parameters governing this model (optic properties of water, coefficient of reflection of the bottom, transmittance of the atmosphere (Minghelli-Roman et al., 2007). The model provides of image mono channel where each pixel of the maritime domain is represented either by a radiometry in-situ but rather by a calculated depth. In general the use of hybrid multiple SPOT band regression algorithms are superior to the exclusive use of any single band. (Bachari & Houma 2008, Houma et al., 2010)

The spectral distribution of the submarine radiance varies in a complex way with the depth, in relation with the selective character of the attenuation.

The total signal received by a sensor operating at high altitude water above can be decomposed in a first time, in two terms:

\[ S_{\text{t}} = S_{\text{a}} + S_{\text{e}} \]  

(29)

with \( S_{\text{a}} \) is an atmospheric component and \( S_{\text{e}} \) is a water component

In a second time, it is possible to analyze the composing water measured near the surface:

\[ S_{\text{e}} = S_{\text{a}} + S_{\text{d}} + S_{\text{b}} \]  

(30)
with $S_{\lambda}$, a specular reflection at the surface, $S_{\lambda\beta}$, a reflectance of the bottom in shallow waters, $S_{d\lambda}$, a component owed to the diffuse reflection by volume water.

$$S_{\lambda} = G_{\lambda} p_{s} + G_{\lambda} p_{s} \omega_{\lambda} \left( \frac{1}{p_{s}} - 1 - \frac{1}{p_{s}} \right) R_{a} \exp(-kz(\cos \theta_{z} + \cos \theta_{v}))$$

$$+ G_{\lambda} (1 - p_{s}) R_{a} \exp(-kz(\cos \theta_{z} + \cos \theta_{v}))$$

with $p_{s}$, a reflectance of the sea water, $R_{a}$, a reflectance of the bottom, $k$, is attenuation coefficient, $z$, a depth, $\omega_{\lambda}$, albedo of diffusion of water molecules, $\theta_{z}$, a zenith angle and $\theta_{v}$, a viewer angle of the sensor.

![Fig. 26. A variation a luminance’s of a SPOT XS with a depth](image)

![Fig. 27. A variation a luminance’s of a LANDSAT TM with a depth.](image)
In the case of the channel 2 of the spot the sensitivity of this channel to effects of the bottom can reach 10 meters. For the channel 1 of the spot the effect of the bottom can reach funds that pass the 30 meters. For the TM1 the effect of the bottom can reach funds of 40 to 50 meters.

The CN2 quantities and CN1 are luminance’s corrected of the atmospheric effects. As in this case we removed the point that present a maximum of SM. This singular point presents an anomaly that indicates the streamlined convergence of currents.

Notices the variable Z is just to the middle in relation to the two luminance’s. We removed data that correspond to depths superior to 60ms. Since for depths that pass the 50 meters the effect of the bottom on measure satellite is non-existent. The set of the corrected data are analyzed by an exponential regression. Results in this case are better presented and the curve of adjustment is representative of the cloud of points since the coefficient of interrelationship reaches the 88%. (Bachari & Houma, 2005)

**Correlative analysis**

1. **Monoband model**

Results of studies led on the bathymetry are bound directly to features of satellites. On curves of reflectance’s we notice that more the depth is important, more the radiance is absorbed and more the level of radiometry is weak. The spectral resolution permits to observe in the light waters objects as far as 40 ms on the XS1 channel, and as far as 15m on the XS2 channel. The XS3 channel when to him doesn’t bring any bathymetric information since the infrared is absorbed by water.

The reflectance of the bottom, during his ascension toward the surface, sudden a selective attenuation. All it has for effect a bruising of the spectral answer of the bottom that returns discriminations noise in that the depth increases.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{XS1} & \quad Z = -0.27823 + 2.68400 \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{\text{XS1}-47}{5.8886}\right) \\
\text{XS2} & \quad Z = -0.2579 + 5.83395 \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{\text{XS2}-25}{4.24134}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

2. **Several channels’**

For this reason one tried to achieve some multiple and polynomial interrelationships between these three variables:

\[
Z = -148.8 - 2.76 \cdot \text{XS1} + 17.93 \cdot \text{XS2} - 0.014 \cdot \text{XS1}^2 + 0.57 \cdot \text{XS1} \cdot \text{XS2} - 2.04 \cdot \text{XS2}^2
\]

The developed equation permits us to achieve a direct extraction of the bathymetries while combining the two pictures satellites one hold in the channel1 and the other in the channel 2. To achieve the extraction of the bathymetry from pictures satellites we used the software PCSATWIN. (Bachari, 1997)

**9. Conclusion**

A methodology was developed to solve the problem caused by the effect of the atmosphere that usually results in a signal noise. To make this work, we first followed the path of the solar spectrum as a double drive-ground and ground sun-sensor. To highlight the
contribution of different elements making up the signal that reaches the sensor. Simulation software satellite data is developed.

The proposed radiometric correction method is simple because it is based on pixels that are known to support their radiometric images. The luminiances are simulated using the software (SDDS) which allows us to establish rules between reported digital luminance and luminance reflectance. The techniques of normalization of images are to correct the atmospheric degradation, the effects of illumination and variations in the responses of the sensors in the multitemporal and multispectral imaging. Thus the methods developed in this section may be modified or combined as required by the user.
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